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*Note- Before attempting the question and answers you must check the link given below which will help 
you understand the chapter thoroughly. 

https://youtu.be/qqUKlHh3S7k

You can download the assignment or if you do not have the facility to get printout then you can ask your 
ward to copy the assignment in a simple notebook and must do question and answers in the notebook.

NOTES:

https://youtu.be/qqUKlHh3S7k


Worksheet:

Q1. Choose the correct answers.
1. Tense is

(a) The way nouns function as adjectives.
(b) The way verbs indicate their relation to time.
(c) The method of making verbs transitive.

2. Past tense indicates that the action takes place 
     (a) later.
     (b) earlier.
     (c) now.
 3. a number of experts do not consider the future tense in English to be a tense because
     (a) we cannot say what will happen in the future.
     (b)  there is no independent future tense form of the verb.
      (c) tense does not apply to actions of the future.
4. ‘was walking’ is
     (a) a simple past tense verb form.
     (b) a present continuous verb form.
  (c) a past continuous verb form.
5. The future prefect verb form of ‘read’ is
   (a) will reading.
    (b) will have read.
    (c) will be reading.

Q2. Write what tense form of the verb is used in each of the following sentences.
1. Lydia was the captain of the school basketball team.
2. The fishermen have come back from Sri Lanka.
3. All pupils of class 6 are preparing for a class test.
4. The workers of this factory have been demanding higher wages for the past three years.
5. Samyukta’s friend kamal had been living in Raipur before he came to Delhi.



6. Mr Anwar Ali teaches us Hindi in school.
7. Nitu was having her breakfast at 8:30.
8. Nobody will stop you at the gate.

ANSWERS
Question 1.
1. (b) 2. (b) 3. (b) 4. (c) 5. (b)
Question 2.
 1. simple past
 2. present perfect
 3. present continuous
 4. present perfect continuous
 5. past perfect continuous
 6. simple present
 7. past continuous
 8. simple future


